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“The play really hits home. . .

“This was one of the
best educational
performances ever! My
students were
thoroughly entertained.”
Norwin Middle School

and everyone is able to make a connection to it. I feel it is extremely
impactful and on target!!!”
Sewickley Academy

School
Assemblies
2021-2022
“I wanted to be sure to tell you that the
performances today were SPECTACULAR! The
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939 Calif ornia Ave.
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students were so interested not only in their
performance but in the message being
conveyed, you could have heard a pin drop. It
was truly one of the best assemblies our

students and staff has ever seen and the topic
was spot on!”
South Park Middle School

“My kids loved the assembly and it served
as a great springboard for discussion.
After the assembly, they were very
vocal that they learned new ways
to talk to their friends when
they feel upset.”
St. Kilian Parish School

SCHOOL ASSEMBLIES 2021-2022
Grades K-5

Responsibility, Respect

Grades K-6

Using theater to support social and emotional learning

Physical & Mental Health
and Wellness

Grades K-6

Diversity, Respect, Teamwork

ALEX REWRITES THE WRONGS
Alex Rewrites The Wrongs will encourage kids
to be a leader by doing the right thing, even
when no one is looking. Inspired by Sean
Covey’s book, 7 Habits of Happy Kids, this
interactive play will inspire children to be
proactive in order to see change in their lives
and to be a leader in starting that change. This
play will inspire students to live according to
principles such as responsibility, compromise,
teamwork and respect.

With the help of the audience and a
superhero who’s devoted to helping kids
make healthy choices, four elementary
students learn how to handle “villains” like
Feeling Frenzies, Distractinators, and
Malicious Mirrors. The characters (and
audience!) learn about mindfulness and
how to take care of themselves both
mentally and physically. At the end of the
show they realize that they can be
superheroes, too, by using what they’ve
learned to help others!

Inspired by Mr. Rogers’ quote, “I like you as
you are,” students with diverse skills are
challenged to work together in a maker space
to win the traditional Operation Brainpower
contest. In their quest for success, they learn
that their pre-conceived notions about each
other may not be accurate while discovering
their own character flaws.

Virtual Assembly available

Phone 412-621-6150 ext. 201

Virtual Assembly available

Grades 7-12

Prescription Drug Abuse

Grades 6-12

nalrutz@saltworks.org

for more details and to schedule

Our educational dramas are funded in
part by the following organizations:
Birmingham Foundation
Frick Fund of the Buhl Foundation
The Grable Foundation
Jefferson Regional Foundation

Teen game show contestants are tested on
their knowledge of vaping. A variety of
The misuse of prescription drugs is often
overlooked and unnoticed for too long. In Off
‘Script, three students share their stories of
addiction to prescription drugs, the
consequences of their actions, and their journey
to hope and healing.

Howard and Nell E. Miller Foundation

scenes cover the science behind vaping's
impact on mental and physical health, the

www.saltworks.org

the long-term repercussions of vaping.
Advisors: Tobacco Free Allegheny
Virtual Assembly available

Coming this winter. . .

Please contact
nalrutz@saltworks.org for prices.
More information, including
video clips, play synopses and
actor biographies:

way vaping is marketed to young people, and

PNC Charitable Foundation
Scaife Family Foundation

Educator curriculum guides,
containing pre– and post– show
classroom exercises, are
provided free of charge to
prepare students for the
performance and stimulate
communication around the
issues.

Vaping

Or email Norma

your assembly!

Plays are performed by
professional actors and run 4550 minutes in length. Each
performance is followed by 1015 minute Q & A which invites
students to explore the issues
further.

A new show for MS-HS dealing with mental health and wellness

Follow us on Instagram, Twitter
and facebook!
saltworkstheatrecompany

